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We hope you'll ﬁnd it as useful as we have. And we look
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A. Personal - Why am I a teacher?
A teacher is never JUST a teacher. Educating the new
generations is always something deeper, a vocation that
involves all aspects of the person and that deﬁes him/her
to learn to change and to promote learning in others for a
fairer and more sustainable world.

“I am an “irreparable” optimist. I might be sometimes even a little
bit naïve in my desire for a better world.
I am aware of the fact that as a primary teacher I have a stunning opportunity to be involved in helping
children form their personalities, to inﬂuence their values and attitudes. And more and more I have realised
that education is more about how children should develop as Human Beings rather than about the
information transmitting.”
“I almost fell in love with my job for the opportunities that it oﬀered me and for the dreams it allowed me to
have to change things. I wanted to do something that could improve the world.”
“When I go to my classroom, I go completely, with all myself. We should not leave ourselves outside of the
classroom. That makes us spontaneous, sincere and whole. The children notice that.”
B. Identities - Who am I as a teacher?
A teacher (like any other person) has multiple identities, operates in diﬀerent contexts and negotiates
diverse tensions: for example, a tension between representing an “institution” and having her/his own
opinions and priorities; a tension between being an activist and being a civil servant. He/she is guided by
ethical, legal and moral principles and is also a multitasker.
“I am a meticulous teacher and I like having my pedagogical freedom. I leave a lot of freedom to children
within the framework and rules that are set, it is like a micro-society. I am inﬂuenced by people I have met
who are active in civil society organisations and who are actively working for change in society. And I also
participate in trainings, meetings and conferences to gain new skills.”
“There is a tension between the curricula, the rankings and what parents want, and what I would like
education to be.”
“I think my experiences have totally inﬂuenced my way of being a teacher. Everything I do goes back to what
I have seen and lived.”
“Who am I as a teacher? Well, I am a mentor. An assistant. A conﬁdant. A judge. A referee. An advocate.
An information provider. A traﬃc controller. An actor, and sometimes also an entertainer.”
C. Values and Vision – How would I describe a perfect world?
Our values and vision for a better world are core to how we behave and develop personally and professionally. In
a perfect world, diversity would be celebrated. Cooperation and solidarity would replace competition, blame and
punishment. Education would support children in becoming critical thinkers focused on problem solving and
discussion rather than self-interest. The needs of the future generation and ecological sustainability would
be respected.
"I think that “global” starts from ourselves and our values. If our core values are based on peace, respect,
and solidarity, then neither at local nor at global level will there be conﬂicts, refugee crises, etc."
“In my perfect world there would be mutual respect. Respect between diﬀerent cultures, religions,
ethnicities and a considerate attitude towards nature.”
“I believe there is no perfect world. As the world will never be a perfect place, we must strive to make it a
better and a fairer place. A better world would be one in which inequalities are reduced, and people are
valued over proﬁts.”
“A perfect world involves openness towards diﬀerence and people to be attracted by what is diﬀerent.”
“In a perfect world, education would encourage discussion, critical thinking and understanding.”
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The Onion

D. Competences - "What are my strengths as a global teacher?"
As with students, our learning journey as global teachers never stops. It starts with a passion, a sense of
wonder and curiosity (which of course is transmitted to the children). A global teacher has the ability to
cross boundaries – to see the interconnectedness of issues across disciplines. An awareness of the wider
world is important, but even more so is the ability to empower learners, to support them as they explore
diﬀerent perspectives and co-create knowledge through dialogue, to be able to really listen to and learn
with others and reﬂection.
"Firstly, I try to focus my teaching on the positive. Problems and diﬃculties can be looked at as a second step
but I am convinced that a positive attitude is necessary."
"GCE requires teachers to have an ability to facilitate all learning in the context of the bigger global picture
wherever possible. This requires that they are: passionate and constantly able to spot opportunities to
incorporate GCE in their day to day teaching/learning experiences; creative planners and thinkers; ﬂexible
and optimistic in their own response to change; progressive in outlook; interested and actively following
current aﬀairs; continuously updating their own knowledge, skills and understanding."
E. Behaviours – What would my pupils say about what I do that relates to GCE?
Behaviour is a direct manifestation of our thoughts, beliefs and attitudes. If one's actions are diﬀerent from
one's espoused values and attitudes, it is diﬃcult to engender trust. A teacher, who is committed to GCE
really should “walk the talk”.
“I think we are all good professionals. I’m not a special teacher… I love my job, I believe in what I do and I
strongly believe in my children, I promote participative classes with respect and tolerance as the main
values, I try to motivate them and to teach them the best I can so in the future they can be better persons
who can change the reality and the world we have.”
“Students really like that I arrive by bike. They are surprised, and ask me why I ride e a bike when I have a
car. I explain to them that I was teaching global education and this made me look at my actions and look for
more information. I realised that Riga city centre was much polluted. So I bought a bike and every day I try
to travel to work with it. This is my contribution to the environment, because we need to start global
awareness by looking at ourselves.”
F. Environment – How does my local and global context inﬂuence me?
What happens globally impacts on us locally. Our education system and the issues that we encounter in our
communities and classrooms are inﬂuenced by what happens around the world. Equally, our small local
actions can play a role in global change. If we want to improve things globally, we have to make personal
and local changes and work together with others.
“I hope that I am one of the ﬁrst links in the chain leading to a better world. I try to create a dynamic
classroom environment and help children understand that their small actions can combine with others'
and create a change on a larger scale.”
“In my opinion our education system is inﬂuenced by what goes on in education across Europe. The issues
that we deal with in schools are common worldwide.”
“As a teacher I can have an impact on society by sharing knowledge and setting an example in the way I live
and act. If we want to make life better then we need to act locally to make things better.”
“I can teach children only through action, that is how we can create a
better life. If you don’t put your ideas into practice than you don’t
have an impact.”
“My main goal as a teacher is to prepare young people to work
collaboratively to solve or prevent global problems.”
“We, working together with common eﬀort, can do something,
so that our surrounding world, our environment, improves,
and becomes less troubled and more beautiful.
Names of the teachers contributing:
Claudia Streicher, Ingrid Panwinkler, Katharina Angerer, Margot Stöckl,
Silvia Ebner, Walter Vigl (Austria), Eli Voynova, Kalina Borisova (Bulgaria)
Irena Konečná, Jiří Mazurek (Czech Republic)
Virginie Heniart, Frédérique Pasqualini (France)
Ciaran Doherty(Ireland)
Andrea Antolini, Giovanna Rama (Italy)
Inese Upe, Inga Oltiņa, Inguna Butkāne, Jeļena Bažanova, Jeļena Dzene, Maija Repša, Inga Belousa (Latvia)
Carlos Pereira, Celeste Gonçalves, Conceição Amorim, Conceição Cancela, Fernanda Pequeno, Filomena del Río, Isabel Sá, Joaquim
Marques, Luís Viana (Portugal)
Luis Miguel Ferrer Bueno (Spain)
Carole Lewthwaite, Geoﬀ Norman (United Kingdom)
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Understanding the World!
Thoughts on the practice of Global Citizenship Education
l

Learner Centred: The starting point for GCE is the learner, themselves, their environment, experience
and interests. GCE should be designed to give learners the opportunity to reﬂect on their own values and
perspectives, including prejudices and stereotypes. It should create an atmosphere which permits and
explores contradictions and disorientation. GCE helps learners to feel conﬁdent about navigating
problematic and complex issues, in which there is no easy answer.

l

Inclusive Methodologies: Using and blending a variety of methods is particularly important in the ﬁeld
of GCE. This supports the engagement of people with diﬀerent learning styles. The choice of methods
should be based on the learning contents, with a main emphasis on participatory and collaborative learning.

l

Interdisciplinary and holistic: An interdisciplinary and interconnected approach is central to GCE. Many
complex global problems are interconnected and they overlap
the classic disciplinary perspective so we need to develop
more holistic and systemic ways of thinking. This is
an important challenge to meet, especially in
today’s school realities.

l

Democratic Classrooms: GCE focuses on
learning as an ongoing process, which
transcends narrow content and
predetermined learning and teaching
roles. In an interactive global classroom,
the roles of teacher and student often
shift. Everyone commits - is learner and
educator - in a helpful approach which
ensures everyone is on an equal footing.

l

Respectful Spaces: Global Citizenship
contents and methods as well as the learners’
needs require ﬂexible management of time
and space. This is why GCE should not be
limited by ﬁxed timetables, room schedules
and seating plans. Since we are addressing
sensitive issues like racism and forced migration, it is of
particular importance to create a safe space for learning,
in which all participants are at ease, where free expression is welcome
and where conﬂicts and diﬀerent opinions are discussed with openness and
respect. Your learning space should be a model for the kind of world you want to create together. It is
respect that makes it possible to live together and that enables taking responsibility for the way we live
our lives

l

Considerate not consensual: Diﬀerent positions are considered, new ones are discovered and conﬂicting
views are confronted. The focus is not on achieving consensus. Conﬂicts will always exist and GCE does
not pretend otherwise. Instead, a respectful solution-focused approach to conﬂicts should be encouraged.
Only when we open ourselves to diverse perspectives are we able to develop critical ways of thinking.
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How to use this Pack
This Enquiry Pack is accessible and easy to use. Each chapter is colour coded and each
lesson plan follows the same format. There is an introductory chapter which includes some
activities for teachers which can be useful for developing and sharing ideas with other staff
at staff meetings or inset days. We suggest that you do these activities first, but it is not
essential. There are then 4 chapters, each containing 3 to 5 activities. These sessions are
between 60 ‐90 minutes each and are most suitable for KS2 or KS3. The chapters are
progressive so it is recommended you begin with Part 1 if children are new to thinking about
their own identity and values. If there are links between sessions, they are indicated in the
text.

Introduction and staff activities have a red background
Part 1 – Activities exploring Personal Identity have a green background
Part 2 – Activities exploring Community Identities have a blue background
Part 3 – Activities exploring what my National Identity means to me have an orange
background
Part 4 – Activities on becoming a Global Citizen have a purple background.

Title of session
Objective
Main activity
Individual,
group or whole
class work

Introduction

Rationale

Plenary ‐ closing
discussion or
activity
Extension
activity

Introductory
activity
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How to use this pack 2
Pupils may want to use learning journals to record their reflections, refer back to and to see
if their thoughts change over time.
The ‘Belonging Circles’ diagram below is used with several activities in this pack. It shows
how we as individuals develop a sense of self, then identity and belonging through family ,
community, country, world. You may want to print it out A3 and stick into the learning
journals.

‘Belonging Circles’

Me
My
Community

My
Nationality
My
World
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Introduction to this handbook
‘Who in the World Am I?’ is a handbook of activities and enquiries for teachers and children
who want to explore more about their own identity, how it develops and the values that
underlie how we see ourselves in our families, communities and the wider world.
Identity
Young children move through different stages of self awareness as they mature and for
families and teachers, helping them grow this sense of self and belonging is vital for their
future emotional well‐being. Children with positive perceptions of themselves have the best
social and academic outcomes, perhaps because they focus on success and aren’t deterred
by failure.
How they relate and connect with others – family, school and local community is the next
stage, developing a social identity and becoming aware of other people who are the same
and different to themselves. Later comes a realisation that they are part of a wider country
and the world and that the interrelationships are many and complex.

Values
Alongside the development of self awareness is the understanding of how to relate to
others, social behaviours and the learning that certain values and principles are important
when making choices about how to behave and act. The activities in this resource help
children explore where their values come from, how they recognise them in other people’s
behaviour and how they adopt them for themselves.

Why is this resource needed?
This resource into identity and values was prompted by several factors which have brought
new challenges for us all and particularly teachers working with children in schools over the
past few years.
Firstly, the introduction to the Primary curriculum of British Values in 2014 challenged
teachers as to their educational responsibilities in a new way. Whereas values were already
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a presence in many aspects of learning and education systems, they had not been so directly
mandated from central government nor explicitly linked to the inspection regime. As part of
the Prevent strategy, some responsibility for the security of the country was moved from
the Home office to Education for the first time. (see box on Prevent Strategy and
background to Fundamental British Values).
There were other concerns – what made this set of values ‘British’? The former Archbishop
of Canterbury, Rowan Williams, expressed unease at talk of ‘British’ values as opposed to
talk of values held by humanity as a whole saying ‘the setting‐up… of British values against
any kind of values, whether Muslim or Christian, just won’t do.’
The second factor was the Brexit campaign by all political parties in 2016 which used issues
such as national identity and fear of migration to provoke emotional responses, while short
on substantiated information. One analysis of the result of the vote showed that the
estimated 70 % of under 25 year olds, who voted mainly to stay in Europe, may well have a
different understanding of their national and global identities than their parents and
grandparents.
Out of Brexit and then the election of Donald Trump came the phrase ‘fake news’. This has
a direct bearing on values and leads to questions around the importance of honesty,
transparency and responsibility of our political leaders and media and ultimately for us all.
And lastly, the rise in use of social media such as Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat etc has
brought increased awareness of some of the emotional stresses and safety issues of
creating on line and virtual identities. How do we relate our living identity to our virtual
one? How can teachers help young people manage the pressures in their social media
interactions?

British Values
British Values were first set out by the government in the ‘Prevent’ strategy in 2011 and
demonstrated a shift in responsibility for this area from the Home Office to Education.
By November 2014, new guidance from Department for Education on promoting
‘fundamental British values’ as part of SMSC (spiritual, moral, social and cultural)
development in schools was published as:
• democracy
•

the rule of law

•

individual liberty

•

and mutual respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs.

(‘and for those without faith’ was included in the School Inspection Handbook from
September 2015)
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The Prevent Strategy – the back ground to Fundamental British Values.
The introduction of Fundamental British Values into schools was a reaction to perceived
Islamic radicalisation within a small minority of English schools. FBV within education
were introduced by then Secretary of State for Education, Michael Gove, as he
responded to Operation Trojan Horse – the Ofsted report on an ‘… alleged Islamist plot
to take over the running of several Birmingham schools’.
A parliamentary investigation into the Trojan Horse reports in 2015 found little evidence
to back up the claims made by Ofsted and Gove, however.
www.tes.co.uk/news/school‐news/breaking‐news/trojan‐horse‐mps‐criticise‐ofsted‐and‐department‐
education
Graham Stuart, Committee Chairman, Commons Education Select Committee
www.tes.co.uk/news/school‐news/breaking‐news/trojan‐horse‐mps‐criticise‐ofsted‐and‐department‐
education

The Prevent strategy in schools
A recurring concern is that responsibility has been put on to schools to challenge
extremist ideas and prevent young people being drawn into extremist spheres of
influence. However Professor Lynn Davies of the University of Birmingham makes this key
point:
‘Children do need safeguarding. But one of the most important safeguards is the capacity
to critically analyse messages, particularly in this instance, religious messages.
While a country’s security comes partially from counter‐terror activities, in the long term
and educationally, it comes from citizens able to exercise critical doubt about the
communications they receive, and to argue for change through democratic, non‐violent
means.’
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How the activities link into SMSC
The activities in this pack have clear links to Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural aspects of learning.
Many lessons also offer the opportunity to hold a P4C enquiry so that the lessons naturally build a
sense of community and safe space for discussion and will encourage questioning from the children.
Any lesson based on P4C methodology provides a sound basis for SMSC work. Children become self
aware, learn to recognise feelings of their own and others and develop empathy and social skills
during an enquiry. As the methodology is collaborative and child centred, they are also motivated
about their own learning.
Activity
1.1 What makes me, me?
1.2 When is an apple not an apple?
1.3 What’s in my backpack?
1.4 Feeling at home
2.1 What does belonging feel like?
2.2 Making a Class Shield
2.3 School in a box
2.4 Places we share
2.5 What do values look like?
2.6 What do values look like in our
school?
3.1 Being British 1
3.2 Children of Britain Just like me
3.3 Being British 2
3.4 National Icons Quiz
3.5 The Cultural iceberg
3.6 British values or universal values?
4.1 Being a Global Citizen
4.2 Values and Rights
4.3 The Sustainable Development Goals

Spiritual









Social
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Linking SMSC objectives with Global objectives in this handbook
SMSC objectives
Spiritual Development
Explore own beliefs & experience; respect
others’ faith feelings & values
sense of enjoyment in learning about
themselves, others and the world around
them
use of imagination and creativity in their
learning
willingness to reflect on their experiences

Global Citizenship Objectives
Learn what contributes to self identity
Develop sense of self worth and worth of others
Uniqueness and value of every person
Develop awareness of, and pride in, own
individuality
Imagine alternative possibilities & suggest new
ideas to solve problems
Reflect on matters that are important to self and
others

Moral Development
Recognise right and wrong
Respect the law

Identify connections between personal decisions
and issues affecting other people
Develop sense of fairness and justice in
treatment of others locally and globally

understanding of the consequences of their
behaviour and actions
Investigate moral and ethical issues and offer
reasoned views , exploring viewpoints of
others

Recognise effects of own behaviour on others
Develop Critical thinking skills, dialogue and
empathy skills
Explore nature of prejudice, racism, sexism and
ways to combat these.

Social Development
use of a range of social skills in different
contexts, working with other pupils, from
different backgrounds
Participate , volunteer and cooperate
Resolve conflict

Engage with British values of democracy, the
rule of law, liberty, respect and tolerance

Explore similarities and differences between
people in local setting and wider contexts
Value ways in which we are both similar to
others and uniquely different
Participate in decision making in school &
contribute to well –being of wider community
Work cooperatively to achieve goals
Use knowledge of others’ viewpoints to resolve
problems
Understand the need for rules in own school and
wider society and how people can take part in
making and changing them
Explore reasons for negative feelings towards
others in new or difficult situations

Cultural Development
understanding and appreciation of the wide
range of cultural influences that have shaped
their own heritage and those of others
understanding and appreciation of the range
of different cultures within school and
further afield
willingness to participate in and respond
positively to artistic, musical, sporting and
cultural opportunities
Understand, accept, respect and celebrate
diversity; show tolerance of different
communities

Understand diversity or cultures within and
beyond their own experience
Appreciate the contributions of different cultures
to their lives
Active citizenship
Sense of belonging to local and global
communities
Explore new ideas and perspectives which
challenge their own
Understanding of human interconnectedness
and interdependency at local and global levels

Knowledge of Britain’s democratic
parliamentary system
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Philosophy for Children (P4C)
“Philosophy can be used to improve teaching and learning, for thelastingbeneﬁt of 

  
 “

individuals
  communities
 
  
 and
SAPERE (Society for Advancing Philosophical
Enquiry
and
Reﬂection
in
Education)




 

Philosophy for Children is a way of learning and teaching, where children
become more thoughtful and reﬂective and go beyond information to
seek understanding. Children learn how to participate in meaningful
discussions, where their ideas and those of others are valued and
listened to. Children ask and discuss philosophical questions in a
structured context.
What follows is a brief outline of a basic P4C session.
S

Community building activity (5- 15mins)
Sessions start with a community building activity.

P4C in

Stimulus (15- 30 mins)

T

actio

n

This can be a story, case study, photograph, artefact or anything else
that will engage the children in philosophical questioning.

Thinking as individuals, discussion in pairs (5 mins)

The pupils are asked to take 30 seconds to think individually about what the stimulus made
them then
think and
They should
feel which might lead them to think of a question they would like to ask. You might ask them to close their
eyes. They should then turn to the person next to them and swap their initial thoughts – for about 2 - 3
minutes. This should be a noisy time! It is important to give pupils time to think as individuals before they
hear from others. Speaking in pairs gives even the quietest pupil the chance to express their thoughts.

t
q

Question setting in groups (5 mins)

Pupils are asked to form groups (say of 4). The teacher should ensure that there is a competent writer in
each group. In their groups, they discuss and agree on a question arising from the stimulus that the whole
group (class) might discuss together. It is to be a philosophical question – one that is interesting and will
lead to deep thinking (and perhaps other questions). Over time (and with additional activities) pupils learn
what is a philosophical question (as opposed to a closed question or one that requires factual
research).

Voting for one question (5 mins)





Each group is asked to read out its question and to clarify it where needed. Pupils (as individuals) now have
 vote
 for one question. Some dialogue

 can
 take place
 –pupils
  can be asked
 to
 volunteer

  for their
to
reasons
choices and/or diﬀering views (with reasons) can be sought. Sometimes similar questions can be merged
(with agreement). If there is a tie (or almost a tie), pupils can “sell” their favoured question and see if others
will vote for it. One question is chosen. There are lots of ways of voting.
  

 

  
 
  




 

Dialogue (30 mins)

Everyone sits in a circle. To start the dialogue, the chosen question is read out and the group that wrote it is
  to provide some
 of the thinking

asked
behind it. The job of the facilitator is to encourage all the pupils to
contribute thoughts (voluntarily) and seek other ways of looking at the issues, probing for reasons and
seeking meaning. Thinking can be stimulated by the development of ‘eﬀective questions’. Some of these
are provided at the end of this section. Sometimes an interim summary of the dialogue will be useful (and,
of course,
 at theend, with a reﬂection on how far the question has been answered).
  a summary is useful
A facilitator will try to anticipate where the stimulus might lead bearing in mind that this might lead into
unanticipated areas.
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Philosophy for Children (P4C)




 

  
Reflection/debrief (5 mins)

 There are many debrief

 
techniques.
For example, each pupil is encouraged to give a few words about
  
 



 that
his/her impressions of the dialogue – something
 surprised them, or they learned,







 the
 session. If struggling, they can say “Pass”.
or if they changed their mind about something during
The pupils and facilitator might discuss concepts that need further exploration, perhaps during the


  concepts, ideas or
 questions

 should
following
session.
Any
be ‘stored’ for follow-up work by writing them

down and putting them on the wall as part of a display. This will help keep the questions fresh in the mind
and will allow other thoughts and ideas to ﬂow and be discussed outside of the philosophy session.




 

 





P4C- Questions to aid facilitation
Exploring Alternative Views
Is there another point of view?
Can you put it another way?
Are you and s/he contradicting each other?
What is the diﬀerence between your view and ...?

Clarifying
What reasons do you have for saying that?
What do you mean by that?
Can you explain more about that?
Have you an example of that?
What makes you so sure of that?

Scaﬀolding
What do you think about...?
What is the reason for...?
If .... then what do you think about..?
You said... but what about...?

Probing The Superﬁcial
Why do you think that?
What is the cause of that?
What makes you say that?
Why...Why...Why...?

Evaluating
Who can summarise the main points for us?
Can anyone say where our thinking has taken us?
What new ideas have developed?
If...why...?

Seeking Evidence
How do you know that?
What makes you say that?
What is your evidence?
What are your reasons?
What makes you so sure?
Testing Implications
Is that consistent with...?
What would be the consequences of...?
How would we know if that is true?
How can we test that in practice?

s ...

estion

g qu
creatin

Enga

estion

ging

a qu
ing on

Vot
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Introductory Staff Activities
Imparting values to a new generation is a tricky business. Care needs to be taken to ensure
that children are given the opportunity to consider, explore and ‘unpack’ values, both their
own and those of others. This reflective process needs to be undertaken from a firmly
education stance, where pupils can critically engage with a variety of perspectives on a
range of values and ultimately be supported in the process of making up their own minds
about the values they hold dear.
The chance to explore our values is seen by many as a crucial element of a fully rounded
education – the impact they have on well‐being and consciousness, the contribution they
make to feeling connected to others and the role they play in purposeful agency, resilience
and decision making.

Individual self‐reflection for teachers
We form our values through a complex and lifelong process of engagement with issues,
experiences and reflection. What makes you think the way you do? What shapes your
understanding? What are your values? Who has influenced you? In order to ‘unpack’ your
value system, you are invited to reflect on the following questions:
Where do your values come from?
What part have the following experiences played:
∙ External forces – your culture, up‐bringing, media, religion, education?
∙ Internal forces – your personality, reactions, conflicts?
∙ Your experiences, encounters and relationships?
How do your values inform the way you teach?
How are your values reflected in your approach?
Teachers are significant adults in young people’s lives. Their values are imparted to learners
all day, every day in school. This happens whether it is a conscious process or
an unconscious one. Do you explicitly and purposefully inculcate values in the children in
your care? What are the consequences and limitations of this? Current opinion recommends
that teaching universal human values is approached as a transparent and ethical process
where learners critically engage with their own values and those of others, and be open to
new ideas.
You may choose to do ‘What’s in my Backpack?’ Activity or ‘What makes me me?’ from the
student activities as a way in to sharing some personal reflections.

Staff Session 1: Visioning our Values:
Create a picture to help you visualise the values you would like to encourage in your
school (allow 30 mins – 1 hour).
Activity Instructions ‐ Work in groups of three or four and draw a picture of one of your
learners in the middle of a large sheet of paper. Around the outside of the picture, write
down examples of the values and attitudes you want your learner to have once global
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learning and values education is working well in your school community. Should staff find it
a challenge to produce a list of values, you could use this as a prompt:
If you could give your child one gift or quality when they leave school, what would it be?
Happiness Wisdom Love Sensitivity Thoughtfulness Joy Respect Education Truth Compassion
Spirit Resilience Grit Self‐Value Hope Honesty Stability Mindfulness Optimism Freedom
Peace Security Courage Integrity Confidence Kindness Friendship Tolerance Curiosity
Display the pictures around the room and discuss whether there is a shared understanding
of the desired outcome.
Reflect on your activity
What do you want your learners to know in terms of values development?
What do the words in your picture suggest about the development of values?
Do the words relate to a) values or b) understanding or c) attitudes?
Do the characteristics vary at different key stages, in differing contexts?
Circle each value or attitude in a different colour depending on whether it is currently
seen in: most learners (green), some learners (amber), few learners (red).
What is your shared school vision for inculcating ‘British ‘ values in your learners:
∙ An appreciation of democracy?
∙ An understanding of the rule of law?
∙ The practice of individual liberty?
∙ The belief in mutual respect?
∙ An atmosphere of tolerance?
If you are a Christian or faith school, what is your shared school vision for the additional
values you wish to promote in your school?
Values and attitudes
Is brave in expressing their
opinions, articulate
Ready to challenge stereotypes
Is resilient

Is values driven
Seeks to understand and respect
others
Forgiving, generous,
compassionate
Feels responsibility, sense of
social justice

Has an open mind
empathetic
shows flexibility

Has self belief and self
awareness
Happy and hopeful
Motivated to act on local and
global issues

Has a sense of identity and
belonging.
Understands own culture
and values

Ideas from some Cumbrian Global
schools teachers
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Staff Session 2: What do we value at OUR school?
You can use the following quotes and questions activity in order to unpack the issues,
explore individual preferences and decide upon a shared vision for the approach your school
community will adopt.
Display the following quotes where everyone in the room can see them. You can add any
policies and statements you school holds relating to ethos and values in order to
personalise the exercise.
Questions to consider:
After reading the quotes, discuss these questions in small groups or as a plenary.
∙ Which values hold prominence in your current school ethos?
∙ How do these values compare to ‘British values’? (democracy, rule of law, individual
liberty, mutual respect and tolerance)
∙ Do learners have opportunities to critically engage with the values being promoted in your
school? When do these opportunities occur?
∙ Do staff, parents or the community have opportunities to critically engage with the values
being promoted in your school? When do these opportunities occur?
∙ Compare your thoughts as a group with the global learner produced in Staff Session 1.
‐RAG (red, amber, green) rate your considerations to audit them against the Vision;
‐Green: fully promoted;
‐Amber: need for additional provision;
‐Red: No current Provision –
In light of these discussions, do the values and ethos of your school need to be reviewed?
Should you revise your Vision Statement?
You may choose to set up a working party to consider everyone’s views and make collective
decisions. A working party could include members of the pupil school council, parents, non‐
teaching staff as well as teachers and senior leadership. This process would enhance your
community engagement as part of your school’s SMSC programme.

Image used with permission of Ros Asquith
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Quote Cards for discussion Staff Activity 2
‘..one of the most powerful ways of children
and young adults acquiring values is to see
individuals they admire and respect
exemplify those values in their own being
and conduct. Parents or educators or
politicians or priests who say one thing and
do another send mixed messages to those in
their charge… The question of leadership,
generally, and in the education sphere
particularly, is therefore of vital importance.’
Nelson Mandela

‘‘The values I’m talking about – a belief in
freedom, tolerance of others, accepting
personal and social responsibility,
respecting and upholding the rule of law
– are the things we should try to live by
every day. ..Of course, people will say
that these values are vital to other
people in other countries. And, of course,
they’re right. But what sets Britain apart
are the traditions and history that
anchors them and allows them to
continue to flourish and develop.’
David Cameron

“I don’t want to be tolerated – I want to be
accepted.” Student to teacher,
Mulberry School in Tower Hamlets

‘Identity politics so far has been defined
and conducted in terms of particular
collective identities, such as those based
on gender, ethnicity and nationality.
While this is important, it is just as crucial
to affirm our universal human identity.’
Bhikhu C Parekh

‘I look forward to these guidelines on British
values, if only for the fact that it will give our
children the chance to put them up for
scrutiny. By the way, did it ever occur to you
to just call them ‘values’?’
Micheal Rosen, Children’s Laureate
2007‐09

‘…values cannot be taught in any direct
fashion. Values are assimilated and
adopted. The manner in which we teach
probably does more to instil values than
the subject matter of what we teach.’
Justice Kate O’Regan

Social media is reducing social barriers. It
connects people on the strength of human
values, not identities.
Narendra Modi (Indian PM)

Our lives are inextricably linked by the
common thread of humanity and human
values. If we break it, we are all undone.’
Anon
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Pupil Activities Part 1 – Personal identity
Unit 1.1 What makes me, me?
Key Stage 2
Key objective: Start to explore the issue of personal identity
To start to understand uniqueness and commonality
Time: 1 hour
Class format: Teacher led and talking partners

RESOURCES
World Map or globe
Identity statements ‐ 1 set per pair
Pens, paper or Learning journal

Introduction:
The introductory activity in this unit will focus learners on the very basic handle of identity –
i.e. their names. As the unit progresses, learners are encouraged to explore more of the
features that make up their identity and by extension to commence the process of exploring
the identity of others.
Why should we think about this?
In order to think about how we get on with each other, locally and globally, we need to
understand more about our identities, and what makes us who we are. This can help us feel
more comfortable with differences, and perhaps more importantly realise the many
commonalities that we have with others ‐ often without realising it.
This activity can be useful in helping learners highlight the commonalities in a school that is
very diverse, but is just as useful in contexts where diversity is less obvious. It enables an
exploration of those deeper attributes that make all of us diverse, and so shifts attention
away from the more obvious factors such as skin colour or gender.
Intro activity
Ask learners to write down their full name. Invite volunteers to state whether they know
anything about their name and why it was chosen. It could be that their name means
something in particular which is special to the family or that they are named after a member
of the family. How would they feel if they had a different name – how would it be if we just
swapped our names with someone else in the room? Swap name sheets over and ask
children how they feel now? Could they imagine having a different name and would it make
them feel different?
Explain that in some cultures, names are treated differently. In the Gambia for example in
West Africa, a child’s name is chosen by the Imam (leader of the Muslim faith) and then
announced to the world at a naming ceremony. In Bali in Indonesia, families name their
children depending on the order they are born, and the names are the same for both males
and females. The firstborn child is named Wayan, Putu or Gede, the second is named Made
or Kadek, the third child goes by Nyoman or Komang, and the fourth is named Ketut. If a
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family has more than four children, the cycle repeats itself, and the next ‘Wayan’ may be
called Wayan Balik, which loosely translates to ‘another Wayan’.
What do think about this? Are there any English names that can be either male or female?
Make a list.
Explain to learners that our names are the very first point of identity we have. Now we are
going to start looking at other criteria which make us who we uniquely are.
Main activity
In talking partners, present learners with the set of statements on cards from the following
resource page and ask them to rank them in importance of ‘what makes me me?’
When they have ranked the statements, ask them to think about 3 things that they have in
common with their talking partner. When they have found 3 things that they have in
common, find another pair of learners who have the same things in common and so on until
larger groups have been formed.
Plenary
Ask learners how easy it was to find things that they had in common with other people.
Pose the question – is it easier to find things that we have in common or ways in which we
are different? Ask learners what are the things about making up their identity that can’t be
changed (eye colour, how old we are etc) and what things can be changed. Make two lists –
things about our identity we can change and things we can’t.
Extension
Research class surnames – which part of the country, or another country, they may come
from, what they might mean etc.
This may be an opportunity to begin to explore diverse ethnicity in the school or the wider
school community.
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My name

Who I play with

My age

What I like to do
in my spare time

What gender I am

The clothes I wear
or my hairstyle

What I look like

Music I like

Where I live

The things
I’m good at

Where my parents
come from

The things
I’m not so good at
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Unit 1.2 When is an apple not an apple?
Key stage: 2
Key objective: to further investigate the meaning of identity – the aspects that we
can change and those which we can’t
Resources:
Time: 1 hour
Apple and knife
Class format: Teacher led and talking partners
Paper for questions
Statements/cards
Introduction
This unit continues the activity of Unit 1.1. by raising the level of complexity of the task. It will enable
learners to explore the concept that identity incorporates emotions and attitudes, and that there is a level
of choice about which part of our identity we present to the world, as well as which values we decide to
hold. It introduces the value of honesty and if this one of your school’s values, you may decide to
introduce all of them at this stage.
Why should we think about this?
As children grow, they learn or are maybe conditioned into modifying their responses to situations to
present a version of themselves. They will learn to present one side of themselves in a home and family
context, another side at school, another side with friends and so on. It is important that they recognise
that this is an essential element of maturing and that identity is a multi‐faceted presentation of themselves
which will constantly change throughout their lives. Being secure and comfortable with this will enable
them to develop into fully rounded human beings.
Intro activity ‐ When is an apple not an apple?
(This activity is taken from the book “Another Spanner in the Works”, written by Eleanor Knowles and Wendy Ridley from the
Cumbria Development Education Centre)

Show the children an apple and discuss what it is that makes it an apple.Then peel it and ask the children
whether it is still an apple. Continue the exercise by cutting it into quarters, coring it it etc asking the
children at each stage ‘Is this still an apple?’ Encourage the children to try and reach a consensus on when
the apple ceased to be an apple (if it did!)
Main activity
Remind learners of the previous activity when they started to examine what made up their identity and
what things about themselves they could change or not change. If necessary, refer back to the lists made
in the plenary session.
In the same talking partners as the main activity in 1.1, now add in the statement cards listed on the
following page. Can they rank these in importance as to ‘What makes me, me?’

Encourage learners to explore the statements frankly and to give concrete examples. Broaden the
discussion into larger groups if time allows.
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Plenary
Plenary
Explain to learners that we have been exploring different aspects of what makes them unique. Return to
Explain
to learners
thatand
weask
have
exploring
of what
makesofthem
unique.
Return
to
the statements
above
thebeen
learners,
‘If youdifferent
changedaspects
any of those
aspects
yourself,
would
you still
the
statements
aboveIfand
learners, ‘If you changed any of those aspects of yourself, would you still
be you?’
If so, why?
not,ask
whythe
not?
be you?’ If so, why? If not, why not?
Reflect on the thinking process ‐ what have we learned? If the point does not come up in plenary
Reflect
on the
thinkingthat
process
‐ what
wewelearned?
If the
point
does notand
come
up in
plenary
discussion,
emphasize
a) there
arehave
things
can change
about
ourselves
things
that
we can’t but
discussion,
emphasize
that
a)
there
are
things
we
can
change
about
ourselves
and
things
that
they all make up our unique identity. b) we are all a complex mix of the wonderful and not quitewe
so can’t but
they
all makeBut
uphonesty
our unique
identity.
wewill
arebeallexploring
a complex
mix ofmany
the wonderful
not quite so
wonderful.
is a value
thatb)we
among
others. Theand
introduction
of the
wonderful.
But honesty
is a value
that
weiswill
be exploring
among
many others.
The
introduction
of the
concept of honesty
as a value
at this
stage
important
as it will
contribute
to a base
which
will be built
concept
of honesty
upon in future
units.as a value at this stage is important as it will contribute to a base which will be built
upon in future units.
Extension
Extension
If appropriate and the subject of values has arisen, give the learners time to make a record of any values
Ifthey
appropriate
the subject
of values
arisen, give the learners time to make a record of any values
think are and
important
in their
learninghasjournal.
they think are important in their learning journal.

Things I’m proud of
Things I’m proud of

Things I’m not so proud of
Things I’m not so proud of

Times I’ve behaved well
Times I’ve behaved well

Times I’ve behaved not so well
Times I’ve behaved not so well

Things I believe in
Things I believe in

Things that make me frightened
Things that make me frightened

My ambitions in life
My ambitions in life

What makes me happy
What makes me happy

What makes me angry

What makes me angry
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Unit 1.3 What’s in my Backpack?
Key stage: 2
Key objective: to explore how identity grows and changes
over time.
Time: 1 hour
Class format: teacher led, small groups
Introduction

Resources:
Post its, pens, felt tips
Large sheets of paper
A real backpack with items relevant to
the teacher

This activity uses the metaphor of a backpack to help unpack the factors that make up who we are and why
we are that person. The idea is that we all carry a backpack with us in our lives. The content of this
backpack is unique to us (though we may share things in common with others). We have collected this
content through people, places, events, and experiences.
This idea was inspired by an approach called OSDE (Open Spaces for Dialogue and Enquiry). You can read more about this at
www.openspacesmethodology.com

Why should we think about this?
The backpack exercise presents your learners with an imaginative approach to the concept of their identity
which reinforces the idea that they can (and do!) choose aspects of themselves which they want to present
to the world. Teacher modelling will enable them to appreciate that this happens throughout our life. The
use of symbolic items to represent complex statements about ourselves will enable learners to approach
later units with confidence.
Intro activity
Remind learners of the work they have been doing thinking about who they are and what makes up their
identity.
Introduce them to the idea of a backpack, using the physical one, as a way in which we can explore what
makes us who we are and tell them that we are now going to try and represent ourselves by symbols
(explain if necessary). Give them one example – e.g. the fircone and gradually bring out items from your
backpack asking learners to guess why they might be there. List the different ideas learners suggest.
You could show some examples to help them understand the idea. For example:
• I really enjoy the outdoor life because I grew up in the countryside – a fircone
• I became a teacher because my parents both worked in schools – an exercise book
• I grew up confident partly because I had a big sister who looked out for me – picture of sister
• I’m nervous of dogs because my grandad had one that used to growl at me when I was younger –
toy dog ‐
• I love being a Dad and helping my children to grow up secure – a favourite cuddly toy
Main activity
Using an A3 sheet of paper, ask learners to individually draw themselves with a large backpack on their
back. Using post‐it notes, ask them to draw things that represent who they are – their identity ‐ and to
add these to their backpacks. If necessary, give them some ideas e.g. a ghost if they’re frightened of
ghosts; a doctor’s stethoscope if that is what they want to be when they grow up; a plane if they travel a
lot, have family abroad or hope to be a pilot etc
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When they are happy with what they have drawn, learners share their own backpack with a partner. This
sharing should include guessing what the items represent; a particular incident that might have been the
origin of their backpack ideas; which ones are really important. Explain that they could add to their own
backpack as they share ideas with their partner ‐ reflecting on themselves by understanding others is a
useful skill.

Plenary
Come back together as a group and allow learners to feedback on how their thoughts may have changed
during the activity. You may need to model some phrases for them, for example, “At the beginning I
thought that my identity was ... but now I think ...”
Did they find anything that was common to all backpacks in their group?
Did they find anything surprising from someone else’s identity?
Return to their suggestions as to what was in your backpack and make the point that our identity is very
complex and is partly made up by what other people think of us.

Extension
They could ‘pack’ their back pack by putting the most important items for them at the moment at the top
and less important lower down – share this in their groups.
Would the items have been the same or in the same order when they were younger? Try packing it again
for when they were in Reception.
With older learners you could extend this to discuss questions such as ‘Can we get rid of contents in our
back pack?’ ‘How can we deal with contents we are no longer happy about?’
* You may want to take a photo of their back pack to go in their learning journal or ask them to draw a
copy of their finished back pack in their journal.
You could extend this and invite them to bring in their own real back packs with chosen items that
represent who they are and what is important to them.
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Unit 1.4 Feeling at home
Key Stage 2
Key objective:
Time: 1 hour
Class format: Teacher led and small groups

Introduction

Resources

Pictures of different houses from around
Once learners have completed some work on what
the world –
makes up their own identity, they will be ready to start
www.gapminder.org/dollar‐street
thinking about their place in the wider world, beginning
Flipchart paper and pens
with where they live. This activity is designed to start
Home cards
them thinking about what the important things are in
their homes and what all homes, wherever they are in
the world, might have in common. Because in many ways the basis of this question is philosophical,
the activity would lend itself well to a Philosophy for Children (P4C) type enquiry with older learners.
The activities in this unit are adapted from RISC, ‘How do we know it’s Working, Book 2 from the
Units ‘What does Home mean to you?’ and ‘Which would make the best home?

www.toolkit.risc.org.uk/collection/what‐does‐home‐mean
Why should we think about this?
A sense of belonging and safety is at the heart of our identities, and so for anyone to feel
comfortable with themselves, at any age, identifying their place in the world, in their family and
community, is an important task. This pack is designed to gradually stretch the boundaries of the
learners’ understanding so this unit moves them onto the next stage of placing themselves in wider
communities.
Introduction
Ask the simple question ‘What does home mean?’ Use flipchart paper to record the learners’
responses as a whole group. Further questions might be needed to tease out responses from the
learners such as ‘Are homes places where we are always safe?’, or ‘Is a home where someone
belongs’? If the children are struggling with the concept, you could introduce the idea of animals
with their homes by asking questions such as ‘Do all animals have homes?’, ‘Why do animals have
homes?’ etc. (This is an activity that can be adapted very easily to suit the needs of younger
learners.)
Using images from www.gapminder.org/dollar‐street or a variety of pictures from around the
world, ask the learners what they think all of the homes have in common (if anything) from what
they can see. Ask them which of the houses they can see would make the best home and why. Add
to the statements/list on your flipchart paper if necessary.
Main activity
In small groups, give the learners the cards below or use symbols. (One card has been left blank for
learners to add in their own ideas if they wish to.) Ask one member of the group to be the notetaker.
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Tell the learners that the theme of this part of the lesson is ‘What do we need most at home?’ Ask
the learners to gradually eliminate the cards until there are only 9 left which are the things that the
entire group decides are the most necessary for a home. The notetaker can record the discussion as
the cards are eliminated. The remaining 9 cards can be prioritised into a Diamond 9 and the
learners can circulate round each other’s groups.

Plenary
Bring the learners back together to see if they have
developed new ideas about homes during the course of the
session – if so, add them to the original flipchart list. See if
the whole class can come to an agreement about the 9 things
that are essential for a home beyond a basic physical
structure.

Extension work
This unit would act as an excellent springboard at looking at Rights which is explored further in Unit
4.2 – follow up with a Wants and Needs exercise based on whether learners from around the world
would need the same things.
Draw family trees with the learners leading to oral presentations about ‘The People I live with’. This
could also be extended into artwork – a wall frieze for example.
Use the unit to initiate discussion about the learners’ place in the family unit – what it means to be a
brother/sister/daughter/son/cousin/grandchild etc. A selection of photos from DollarStreet could
lead to discussion about different families from around the world.
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Part 2 – Being part of a Community

Unit 2.1 What does belonging feel like?
Key Stage 1 or 2

Resources

Key objective: To explore the importance of
belonging within school and wider communities
Time: 1 hour
Class format: teacher led and small groups
Introduction

Flip chart pens and paper
Book ‐ The Frog and the Stranger by Max
Velthuijs (Andersen Press Ltd) or You tube
version
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAmFG‐7OZSA
Word cloud cards

This activity looks at the issue of belonging. It encourages children to share their feelings
about belonging (or sometimes not belonging) to a group or community of people and
focuses on the positive things in our lives that come from being social. Children will
recognise that at any particular time, they will belong to a number of different communities
which will change as they grow (you may want to refer back to the Backpack exercise,
activity 1.3.) The book ‘The Frog and the Stranger’ will enable them to explore how it feels
to not be part of a community in a non‐threatening way, encouraging feelings of empathy.
Why should we think about this?
The feeling of belonging comes when those joining a group and those within the group can
work towards mutual understanding, giving opportunities for commitment, participation,
responsibility, resilience and conflict resolution. Schools and other associated communities
give children ample space to practise these skills which will enable them to grow into useful
and active global citizens throughout their lives. At the same time, we need to recognise
that sometimes, children do not feel part of a given community which may not be perceived
or acknowledged.
Intro activity
Have the children sit in a circle and explain that we are going to be talking about what it
means to be part of their class. Invite the children to close their eyes and imagine what it
would be like for them if they didn’t go to school. Invite them to call out the things they
would miss if they didn’t go to school and record these on a flip chart. On another sheet of
flip chart, ask them to sum up in one word/a few words the things they love about going to
school (friends, playing together, fun, learning etc). If the word/concept ‘belonging’ isn’t
offered, suggest it and ask the children what they think it means. Brainstorm different ideas
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associated with the word ‘belonging’ or create a spidergram in groups. As a class, can you
think of times when you felt a particularly strong sense of belonging e.g. when we sing
together, joke together, have a class outing etc.
Using a series of circles, ask the children to think about other
communities they may feel part of – extended families, local
clubs, brownies, church, mosque, etc. Some will be
overlapping as people belong to more than one group.

Main activity
Read ‘The Frog and the Stranger’ by Max Velthuijs, or watch
you tube version stopping the story at various points to
guess what might happen next and asking about the feelings of the various characters. At
the end of the story, ask the children in groups to identify the words used by the various
characters to describe Rat, using the word clouds.
Ask the children to think of words that might describe how Rat might have felt with those
descriptions of him. Did he feel part of their community at the beginning? Did he feel part
of their community at the end? If that changed, how did it change? Allow them time to
record those thoughts.
Plenary
Come back together as a class and reflect on the book, Rat’s feelings and how they might
have changed during the course of the story. Ask the children how the characters could
have acted differently to make Rat feel welcome. If appropriate to the group, ask the
children if anyone has ever felt outside of a group and if they would like to share that feeling
with the whole class. It could be an appropriate activity if there are newcomers to the class.
The children could make suggestions, ‘Would it help if ...?’ The child can respond by saying
‘Yes I think that would help’ or ‘No, I don’t think so but thanks for the suggestion’.
Extension
Write a leaflet for newcomers to the class, giving them essential information that will help
them fit into their new school.
The class makes simple masks for Frog, Pig, Duck, Rabbit and Rat and acts out the story in
groups of six, with an ‘observer’ freeze framing the action at critical stages and asking the
characters if they would like to change the narrative.
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Word prompts for Frog and the Stranger

disapproved
different

thieving
cheeky

lazy

rude
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Word prompts for Frog and the Stranger

stranger
filthy

dirty
be careful

no business
here
stole wood
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Word clouds for Frog and the Stranger
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Resources
Shield templates
Colouring pens

Unit 2.2 Making a Class Shield
Key Stage: 2

Key objective: To foster a feeling of and commitment to group identity
Time: 1 hour
Class format: teacher led and group work
Introduction
This activity uses the symbolism of a shield to foster a sense of joint identity and belonging
in the learners. It is a shape which will be familiar to the children through reading, history,
television programmes, films, football clubs. The school itself may even have a shield
already. By discussing, negotiating and creating a class shield, learners will be encouraged
to think of themselves as active members of an already formed community. They will begin
to start thinking about values, with some understanding that any community is a group of
people who have values which are shared to a greater or lesser extent.
Why should we think about this?
In order to encourage learners to be active global citizens, we want them to extend their
boundaries in an age appropriate way. From seeing the world through the prism of their
own perspective, we want to foster in them a sense of their role as members of different
communities to which they have much to offer. As they mature and develop, they will be
able to recognise that those boundaries can be infinitely extended and that by acting local
and thinking global, they can become real changemakers. This unit can be useful in
promoting the first steps in this process
It also practises the global skills of co‐operation, negotiation, compromise and flexibility.
Intro activity
Talk to learners about how in history, shields and crests were developed by tribes, groups,
families etc to represent the values and identity that they shared. These were often put by
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the front door of the house or above the fire so that visitors could immediately understand
the shared identity of the family or household. Sometimes words would be written below –
a motto – which would sum up the values that were being represented. Talk about the
symbols that are used to represent certain values – e.g a lion for courage, a dove for peace,
hands together for teamwork etc.
Present learners with symbolic images that will be familiar to them. This could be in the
form of national flags (The Union Jack, The Welsh flag, The Stars and Stripes etc), football
shields (Arsenal, Liverpool, Port Vale clubs are good examples or your local club), Minecraft,
royal crests, The Fairtrade symbol etc. Ask learners to think about the colours that are used,
the images and symbols and talk about why they might have been chosen and what they
might represent. Show learners the image of a sturdy oak tree and ask for ideas as to what
values this might represent. Ask what shared values learners think the class has.
Main activity
Divide learners into small groups and ask them to come up with a framework of ideas for a
class shield. These should include colours, shapes, symbols which they may like to
incorporate into the design. Emphasize that the shield needs to underline the shared values
of the class and needs to include a class motto. In groups, sketch out a design on a
prepared shield sheet. This must be negotiated with the whole group. When each group
has produced a design, circulate learners around the different groups, leaving one learner
with each group to answer questions about their design.
Plenary
Come back together as a group and allow learners to feedback their principal ideas to the
whole class. By a simple voting system or some other appropriate methodology, come to a
decision on what the class shield should look like.
Extension
Learners make a display of all the group shields with pride of place reserved for the class
shield.
Learners prepare an assembly on the shield work to spread their learning through the whole
school.
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Shield template example
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Unit 2.3 School in a box
Key Stage: 2
Key objective: To reflect on self image, values and priorities

Resources
Flip chart sheets and pens
A shoe box or larger

Time: 1 hour
Class format: Teacher led, small groups
Introduction
Some schools use country topic boxes to introduce their learners to a new country and to
make their learners’ experience authentic, so the concept of a school box may not be
completely unfamiliar. To anyone who has put together one of these country boxes, the
issue it presents in terms of what to include and what to leave out can be challenging! Items
hold for us a personal value; this activity moves the learners beyond personal selection and
requires them to further consider group values as well as their own, encouraging them to
move beyond the essential first step of focusing on their own identity and self image.
Why should we think about this?
All very young learners by definition see the world through their own eyes and as they move
through the Key Stages of primary education, we want to support them as they acquire the
essential global skills of collaboration, listening and responding to each other, consideration
and more importantly empathy. This exercise at an early stage in the resource encourages
all of these skills and requires them to come to decisions with an increasingly large group of
other learners. The development of empathy will enable them to visualise themselves in
increasingly unfamiliar situations and encourage their development as active global citizens.
Intro activity
Explain that as a class, you are going to put together a school box which is going to
represent the whole school community. If you have a partner school in another country, tell
learners that you will be asking the partner school to do the same thing. If not, explain that
the box could be used to give a newcomer to the school to give an idea of what the school is
like. If appropriate, show learners a country box that they have worked on and ask them
why they think the items have been included in the box and what they represent.
Refer back to the work on the class shield that they have created and remind the learners
that any community of which we are part has shared values and ethos. Do they think that
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the values they have identified on their class shield represent all aspects of the school and if
not, what would they need to include or take out?
What are the methods by which they can ensure that the whole school is represented in the
box – learners, staff, governors, canteen staff etc? Capture their ideas on flip chart paper.
Main activity
In groups of 5, ask the learners to come up with a list of 10 items that they would put in a
school box and to be able to justify their choices to the group. They need to be mindful of
representing the whole school community. They should rank these in order of importance
to the group. Circulate learners around the groups, leaving one member of the group
behind to explain the choices. Give learners time to reflect and change their items.
Plenary
Discuss the lists from the different groups to see what trends and similarities there are. Can
the class agree on ten items that should be present in the school box? Create a list and
discuss whether everyone is happy with this.
Extension
Learners could use IT to create a questionnaire to be used with other classes, parents,
governors etc.
If your school does have a partner school in another country, suggest this activity to the
partner school and exchange ideas when both boxes are completed. Discuss the items
included in their school box – are there any surprises and if so, what do they tell us about
the partner school and maybe life in that country? Do they tell us anything about the values
of that country?
Write a more detailed description about why the class has chosen the items, using
reasoning and descriptive language.
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Unit 2.4 Places we share
Key Stage: 2
Key objectives:
To introduce the concept that we do not all see the world
in the same way;
To promote thinking about the idea of community

Resources
Copy of ‘Voices in the Park’ by
Anthony Browne
Flip chart paper and pens

Time: 1 and a half hours
Class format: Teacher led and groupwork
Introduction
This unit is centred on a popular picture book by Anthony Browne, ‘Voices in the Park’. The
book tells the story of a shared space (the park) through the voices of four different
characters.
At this stage, you may prefer to present this book to learners as an introductory activity and
return to it later when learners’ understanding is more developed. Alternatively, it would
be an excellent stimulus for a P4C enquiry.
Why should we think about this?
In previous units, learners have been encouraged to think firstly about their own identity
and then to begin to see themselves as members of larger groups. Using a relatively
complex story book, this unit poses a different set of questions to learners: Do we all see the
world in the same way? What are the practical consequences of the given that we do not?
How can we learn to share community spaces and therefore, how can we define
community? This unit is designed to encourage the empathetic skills in the learners that are
essential for developing global citizenship and to raise learners’ awareness that, although
we can consider values to be universal, we do not all view the world in the same way.
Intro activity
Tell the learners that we are going to be thinking of how people in a community come to
share spaces together and what makes a good space that will bring people together. If
there is a local park, use this as an example and ask learners to think about how we could
design a public space that would suit the needs of all age groups in the community. Make a
list of some of the features that would make a good public space – a playground area for
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children, a café, a dog walking area, some open space
with trees, a skatepark, a bowling green etc.
In groups and using large sheets of paper, ask the
learners to design their ideal public space, making sure
that it will become a space that all sections of the
community might want to use. When the learners have
completed their designs, circulate the learners around
the groups, leaving one learner with each group to
answer questions. Give the learners time back in their
own groups to modify their designs if necessary.
Main activity
In a brief plenary session, ask the learners what makes
a good public space and record their answers.
Now introduce ‘Voices in the Park’ by reading it
through to the learners. Simply looking at the pictures,
discussing what happens and what learners notice
about each page is an excellent place to start, as the
book and its images are complex. Any of the questions
below can be used to stimulate discussion and learners
may come up with more of their own.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do we know about the four characters?
What can we say about the way they treat others?
Why don’t the adults talk to each other?
Why do the children talk to each other?
What experiences do you think these four characters have had before their day in
the park?
Would the two groups of people meet if they didn’t go to the park?
How do the pictures tell the story?
(How do the surreal objects link to the story?) – you may decide that the surreal
images add a level of complexity that you do not want to explore at this stage!

Plenary
It is unlikely that the questions below will form part of learners’ discussion in the earlier
session but they are key to their understanding of the resource and may stimulate some
deeper level thinking.
•
•
•

Why does the world look different through each person’s ‘eyes’?
Are these people part of the same community?
What is a community – where does it begin and end?
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Extension
•

•

Create a dramatic performance of the story in groups of four, with one learner taking
on each ‘voice’, thinking about the character clues the book gives, and using voice,
body language and mime to show the characters’ experiences of the park. A fifth
member of the group could direct.
Present learners with the information below on two cards

The word ‘community’ comes from the Latin word ‘communis’ which
means common, public shared by many
A community means a small or large group of people who have
something in common, such as religion, values, or identity.
Communities often share a place – for example we can talk about the
Italian community in Bedford or the Polish community in Ealing,
London. Or nowadays we talk about online communities which are
groups of people interested in the same things online. The word
‘community’ may also refer to large groups, such as national
communities, international communities and virtual communities.

The word ‘communicate’ comes from the Latin word ‘communis’ which
means common, public, shared by many

Community means to share or exchange information, news,
or ideas.

Ask learners what they notice first of all about the two cards – i.e. the root for the two
words is the same.
Are the characters in the book communicating well with each other? If not,how could
they have communicated better? How can we make sure that we communicate better in
the communities that we belong to? What happens if we don’t communicate well in our
communities?
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Resources
Copies of pictures of characters
from Harry Potter films
OR information about chosen role
models
Flip chart paper and pens

Unit 2.5 What do values look like?
Key Stage 2
Key objective: To examine what values look
like in real life
Time: 1 and a quarter hours
Format: Teacher led and group work
Introduction

Learners will have already started to think about values when they produced their class
shield and when they selected what items they would like to put in a school box. Many
schools have their own values which form the basis of assemblies etc and can be an
important driver. In others, both staff and learners might be hardpressed to remember
what they actually are!
Because values is an abstract concept for young learners, often represented by abstract
nouns such as resilience and kindness, this unit uses the introductory activity to make it
more concrete by working with the 3 main characters from the Harry Potter series.
However, if this is not appropriate to the learning group, teachers may like to use other
characters from fiction or indeed from real life – Abraham Lincoln, Martin Luther King,
Nelson Mandela, Eleanor Roosevelt, Barrack Obama, Mo Farah, Jessica Ennis‐Hill etc ‐ to
complete the same exercise. It would also be an opportunity to explore lesser known role
models such as Wangari Maathai, the first African woman to win the Nobel peace prize;
Abbe Pierre, the founder of the Emmaus movement; Princess Sophia Alexandra Duleep
Singh, a lesser known suffragette – the possibilities are endless.
Why should we think about this?
Before we can expect our learners to start thinking about British Values, we need to ensure
that they understand what values really are and how they can impact on the way that we
see the world. By working on what makes them who they are, they have begun to engage
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with that process. Schools are places where the importance of values is paramount to the
smooth running of daily life and as educators, we routinely reinforce those values in the way
that we teach, how we interact with the children and other members of the school
community, through institutions like the School Council, in behavioural management etc
and in many other ways, whether we overtly recognise this or not.
Introductory Activity
Remind the learners of the work that they have already done on values when creating their
class shield and the school in a box activity. Ask if anyone can define what a value is (this is
easier if the school has already established their values) and make a list of some examples.
Ask the learners to think about someone like their best friend in school, a member of the
family or someone in their community who they really admire and give some suggestions
about the reasons why they feel like that about this special person. Translate the children’s
suggestions into values e.g. ‘he always helps other people = kindness and make a list of
them on flipchart paper. Identify as many important personal values as the children are able
to supply.
Main activity
In groups, give the children pictures of Harry Potter, Ron and Hermione on cards and large
sheets of paper with pens. Ask them to identify the positive values that the characters
display in the Harry Potter books e.g. friendship, courage, honesty, resilience, persistence
etc. Do these values change as the children grow? Where do these values come from? Is it
the same for all of the children (e.g. Harry as an orphan has no parental influence, therefore
more values from school environment.) Do they show any attitudes that we might think of
as not being helpful e.g. Harry sometimes not wanting to ask for help. Make a list for each
character.
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Alternative activity for learners for whom this activity is not appropriate:
Research a famous person that you admire and then carry out the same exercise. Or this
could follow on from work already done by the class e.g. in preparation for Martin Luther
King Day, Nelson Mandela International Day etc
Plenary
Come back together as a group and let each group feedback their thoughts. Stimulate
discussion about where we get our values from and whether our values stay constant
throughout our lives.
Extension
This unit lends itself to further work auditing how values are displayed, lived and embedded
around the school. It is suggested that you do Unit 2.6 as extension work.
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Unit 2.6 What do values look like in our school?
Key Stage: 2
Objective: to determine how values are enacted in your school
Time: indeterminate
Format: Learner led
Introduction
Unit 2.5 has led learners to pull together much work that has been done on values by
bringing more abstract ideas down to a concrete level by attaching those values to friends,
characters from literature, role models ‐ historical and otherwise.
This short unit gives learners and teachers the opportunity to explore how these values are
re‐enacted in their day to day school life in their behaviour and relationships. Consistent
‘living out’ of values is crucial in enabling us to form strong relationships and a framework
for how we lead our lives.
Why do we need to think about this?
The ethos of a school is a hard to define, hard to identify philosophy which underpins how
the school presents itself to the outside world, teaching and learning and a lot more!
Imagine what the experience of a visitor to your school might be – what would be their first
impressions?
Whatever your aspirations for your school, its ethos ‐ based upon your values, will
determine how your pupils relate to each other and all members of the school community
and ultimately how successfully they will learn. It is hoped that this resource will encourage
revisiting those values over a period of time, re‐evaluating, redrafting, restating and
reinforcing as necessary in collaboration with the school community. Values are not
something that schools or pupils should just be given, they need to be evaluated, discussed,
and re‐modelled as new children and staff move through the school and the demands of the
community and wider world change. The activities outlined below are designed to involve
your learners in that process.
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Over a period of time learners could:
•
•
•

•
•
•

produce a questionnaire to determine how other classes in the school define school
values
interview learners from other classes to determine how they understand the
school’s stated values
carry out peer observation of other classes in the school, playground behaviour,
lunchtime etc to see how values are enacted across the school and produce a Values
Report
make a short film/animation on the subject of values
raise the subject of values with the School Council to enhance values education in
the school.
make a presentation to governors or parents to raise the profile of values education
in the school
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Title: National Identity

Resources

Unit: 3.1 Being British 1

Diagram of ‘belonging’ circles previously made
Copy of ‘The British’ by Benjamin Zephaniah
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aq13dvtZjP4
World Map
Large pieces of paper and pens
Journals

Key Stage: 2
Key objectives: To begin thinking about what it might mean to be British; to begin
exploring the complexity of national identity
Time: 2 hours
Format: Teacher led and group work
Introduction
Up to this point, learners have been encouraged to look at their own identity (Part 1) and to
start thinking about values that they share with other communities and groups to which
they belong (Part 2) They have been invited to observe other communities in ‘Voices in the
Park’ (2.4) and to think about what a community might be. This unit is designed to
encourage them to start thinking about national identity and what it means to be British.
Why should we think about this?
The first 5 sections in this unit work incrementally to explore complex questions about
national identity and some of the activities could be fruitfully explored with a partner
school, either in Europe or elsewhere in the world. By the time learners approach Unit 3.6,
they should have some insights into whether national identity is important to them, what
being British might mean to them, and be ready to approach the idea of a universal value
system.
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Introductory activity
Recap with the learners that they have been doing some work which has been helping them
to think about who they are and what sort of things are important to them. They have
begun to think about themselves as members of various groups/communities and now we
want to take their thinking a stage further. Tell the children that we are now going to start
looking at what it might mean to be a member of a nation rather than a smaller group.
Return to the ‘belonging’ circles and invite the learners to remember ways in which they have
identified that they relate to their local community (clubs, supporting football teams etc)
Now ask for suggestions for how they consider they might be British – what are the things
that bind us together as a nation? You may need to suggest ideas such as supporting Britain
during the Olympic Games and other international sporting events; celebrating a Royal
event; being aware of a national election; awareness of British history – visiting a castle
during a school holiday; certain foods that could be considered traditional; books – Harry
Potter? – of which all children would be aware; widely watched television programmes such
as Strictly Come Dancing. The aim is to get the learners thinking about how they are part of
the wider British community which would include what we might term British ‘culture’.
(You may or may not consider it useful at this stage to break this down further into
English/Scottish/Welsh/Northern Irish. Or even further into Geordie, Liverpudlian, Cornish
etc). Add the ideas to the next ‘belonging circle’.
Main activity
Read ‘The British’ by Benjamin Zephaniah. There is a lot in this poem and if appropriate to
the learners, it could be used as the basis for another whole class session. Give learners time
to research who the various tribes were (Picts etc) and where they have come from.
•
•

•
•

Using a world map or globe, locate the countries mentioned.
Research when the various groups of migrants have moved to the UK. (If
appropriate, further work can be done on reasons for migration to the UK – e.g.
conflict, climate change, politics, or even specifically to Cumbria in the past due to
coal and iron ore mining.)
Create a migration timeline together on a long strip of paper.
Ask learners to identify the extended metaphor being used for the poem
(cookery/recipes). Pick out the vocabulary to do with cookery.

In small groups
•
•

Ask learners why they think the poet has come up with this particular metaphor –
i.e. cookery and what is he trying to say. Record answers on flip chart paper.
Ask the learners (in groups) to come up with ideas as to what they think the final
Note and Warning mean and what message they think the poet is trying to give us.
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Plenary
Collect feedback from the group session and record answers on a flipchart. Allow plenty
of time for whole class discussion.
Ask learners if they have any thoughts now about what being British might mean. They
could summarise their thoughts around a copy of the poem in their learning journals.

The British (Serves 60 million)
Take some Picts, Celts and Silures
And let them settle,
Then overrun them with Roman conquerors.
Remove the Romans after approximately 400 years
Add lots of Norman French to some
Angles, Saxons, Jutes and Vikings, then stir vigorously.
Mix some hot Chileans, cool Jamaicans, Dominicans,
Trinidadians and Bajans with some Ethiopians, Chinese,
Vietnamese and Sudanese.
Then take a blend of Somalians, Sri Lankans, Nigerians
And Pakistanis,
Combine with some Guyanese
And turn up the heat.
Sprinkle some fresh Indians, Malaysians, Bosnians,
Iraqis and Bangladeshis together with some
Afghans, Spanish, Turkish, Kurdish, Japanese
And Palestinians
Then add to the melting pot.
Leave the ingredients to simmer.
As they mix and blend allow their languages to flourish
Binding them together with English.
Allow time to be cool.
Add some unity, understanding, and respect for the future,
Serve with justice
And enjoy.
Note: All the ingredients are equally important. Treating one ingredient better
than another will leave a bitter unpleasant taste.
Warning: An unequal spread of justice will damage the people and cause pain.
Give justice and equality to all.
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Unit 3.2 Children of Britain just like me
Key Stage: 2
Key idea: to facilitate learners to explore the diversity of
modern Britain
Time: 1 and a half hours
Format: teacher‐led with group work

Resources

Introduction:

Copies of ‘Children of Britain Just
Like Me’ ‐ Dorling Kindersley
Photocopies of pages – at least 2
children per group
Flipchart paper and pens

Millennium Children of Britain Just Like Me by Barnabas
and Anabel Kindersley is a useful resource for exploring
the diversity of British people. The concept of diversity
within the book is broad, including the ‘usual’ religion,
ethnicity and culture, socio‐economic, but also where we
live, likes and dislikes, and our families which come in many forms. The book showcases the
identities of a whole range of British children with images and photographs, creating a
colourful presentation of identity. This could be used in literacy lessons to provide a model
for learners to create similar representations of their own identity, individually or
collectively as a class.
Why should we think about this?

Promoting national identity, Britishness, or fundamental British values, is often talked about
as being part of a teacher’s responsibility. It is hard to deﬁne what these things actually are
though, and this unit allows learners the opportunity to develop their own thinking about
what it means to be British. You might need to be sensitive at the outset as to whether your
learners do think of themselves as British.
Intro Activity
Ask learners what they think it means to be British. As a whole class, produce a mind map
of being British things. At this stage uses all suggestions and as you record learners’
suggestions, make the connections with arrows/lines etc.
Main activity
Introduce ‘Millennium Children of Britain Just like Me’ to the
class and explain that the book is about the identity of British
children.
In groups, give out different parts of one page to different
groups of learners, so that some groups receive just the
photographs and other groups the information. Ask each
group to see what they can ﬁnd out about the child from what
they have been given and record their findings on flipchart
paper. Alternatively give each group all the information about
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one child cut into pieces and ask them to make the jigsaw. Each group must prepare a short
presentation on their child(ren) to feed back to the class. At least two children should be
given to each group to enable them to explore commonality.
During the presentations to the whole class, encourage learners to ask lots of questions so
that the whole class can get to ‘know’ individual children.
Plenary
Who are the British people, and what are we like? What do I think now?
Refer learners to their original thoughts on what it means to be British and ask them to add
any new ideas. You may need to model their responses ‘ Before I thought ………. but now I
think…’
Extension
•
•

•

Learners write a journal entry showing what they think and feel about ‘being British’.
Ask learners to think about making a class version of a ‘Millennium Children of
Britain just like Me’ book. At this stage they could start making notes about how they
would present themselves to others in the same way, what they would choose to
present about themselves. Ask learners to take photographs as homework.
At a later stage when all work on British Values has been completed, a similar ‘We
are class __ at _____ school’ book could be produced, using a program like Microsoft
Publisher and physically putting together a high quality publication that learners can
feel proud of. Drawing comparisons between the book you create and the source
book will help learners to reﬂect on the broader issue of identity in relation to their
class and their country.
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Resources

Unit 3.3 Being British 2

Pens , crayons per talking pair
Blank bingo sheet
Set of British Council bingo images
cut up per pair
Flipchart paper, pen
Copies of selection of British
Values posters

Key Stage: 2
Key objectives: To examine the subject of stereotyping;
To understand the difference between values and symbols;
Time: 1 hour
Class format: Teacher led, pair work and group work
Introduction

If the school has a southern partner school (or even a European one), stereotype bingo
would be an excellent project to do with them.
Introductory activity
Tell learners that we are going to continue thinking about what it might mean to be British
but before we do that, we are going to think about how other people might see us.
Hand out blank bingo square sheets in talking pairs and ask learners to draw/write 10
things that they think people who don’t live in the UK might think of as part of British life –
e.g that we have a Queen. When they have filled in all 10 squares, hand them out the bingo
cards and tell them just as in bingo, they cover a square every time one of their guesses is
right. You may need to help with interpretation of answers! How many did they guess
right? What remained that were not included by the cards and what cards did they have left
over?
(Adapted from a British Council Connecting Classroom resource)
In a short plenary session, explain that these ideas of what being British looks like from the
outside have been put together by the British Council from countries all over the world such
as Kenya and India. (Use a globe to locate these countries if necessary.) Do the learners
recognise this picture of themselves? Are the answers they have put on their sheet more
representative of being British? Is how others see us part of our identity or do we define
who we are? Allow plenty of time for class discussion but ensure that learners pick up that
part of our national identity can be defined by how others see us.
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Main activity
Remind learners of school values if the school has identified them and recap on the work
that has been done in Unit 2 on values. Make a list on flipchart paper of the values that the
class has identified already as being important.
Recap on the previous exercise and look again at the stereotype bingo sheets – could any of
the suggestions be considered as values? What about what they wrote on their own sheets
– could any of those be considered values? Remind learners of the work on symbolism
done in Unit 2.2. on the school shield and make the point that there is big difference
between symbols (which are often ‘things’ ) and values which are abstract nouns.
Pose the question: Do we think it’s possible to talk about British values? Are there values
that only British people have or do we think we might share our values with people from all
around the world? This question will be picked up in later units.
•

In small groups, ask learners to produce posters on the subject ‘What does it mean
to be British?’. This is an important task and learners may need supervision to
ensure that:
 posters are representative of all of Britain
 that they represent values and attitudes rather than stereotyped symbolism (red
London buses, fish and chips etc)
 they display diverse ethnicity, homes, types of families, disabilities etc.

Allowing the children time to critique each others’ ideas and be genuinely evaluative of
what they are producing is essential. These posters could be usefully used for practicing
critical evaluation skills! More to be found on Google.

Plenary
A lot of ground has been covered in 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 and the tasks have begun to challenge
learners to really think about what it might mean to be British. They have thought about
the difference between values and symbols and they have been presented with national
identities in all their complexity. They have thought about national stereotypes and
recognised that we can also be defined as a nation by what others think about us. A key
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question in this plenary session will be an open‐ended ‘What have we learnt?’ You may
need to model ‘Before I thought … But now I think … It will be important to capture those
thoughts in their learning journals.
Extension
•

Depending on how the learners have reacted to the work in this unit, this may be a
good opportunity to present them with the Fundamental British Values and ask them
to comment. They will be explored in more detail in Unit 3.5 so you may prefer to
introduce them then.

Blank bingo sheets
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Bingo cards from the British council to cut up
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Resources
Quiz cut up if wished
Flags

Title: 3.4 National Icons Quiz
Key Stage: 2

Key objective: to challenge conventional ways of thinking; to
have some fun!
wORKS
Time: 30 minutes
Class format: Teacher led
Introduction
The earlier three units in this section are designed to really make our learners think and it
may be that at this stage, what you all need is a bit of light relief! So before we engage
learners with the final units in this section, you may like to introduce this short quiz.
Activity
You can present the information in the Quiz on the next page below to your learners in any
way that you think fit.
Here are some suggestions:
Intro activity –
Present learners with the 9 flags below to identify.

China

Italy

Scotland

Greece

United States
of America

Spain

Italy

Belgium

England
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Main activity
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use the quiz to makes sets of cards and use as a matching activity
Issue learners with sets of flags, read out the information and ask learners to raise
flag every time they hear the country mentioned.
Open ended quiz in groups – where do you think spaghetti comes from; learners
hold up appropriate flag
Use the explanations as a Close exercise – leaving word gaps for learners to guess
Read the explanations out and ask learners to guess what you’re referring to.
Or any other creative way to administer the quiz!

Plenary
Ask learners to identify what is the most interesting piece of information that they have
learnt today and why. What does it tell us about ‘being British’? Does it tie in with anything
else that we have been studying?
Extension
Learners could research anything else that we think of as being ‘typically’ British such as
Christmas trees (introduced in Victorian times by Prince Albert who was German); tea
(originally Chinese but first brought to Britain in the 17th century by a Portuguese princess);
pubs (originally Italian wine bars! Brought here by the Romans); tomato ketchup (originally
from SE Asia). There are many others.
The research could form the basis of a class display.
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Quiz
Where is it
from?

Originated in

Explanation

LASAGNE

ENGLAND

A medieval cookbook in the British Museum has
a recipe for a dish of baked pasta and cheese
called “loseyns”, prepared for Richard II in
1390.

CHICKEN
TIKKA
MASALA

SCOTLAND

CRICKET

STATUE OF
LIBERTY

It’s the most popular dish at Indian restaurants
in Britain, but you won’t see it on a menu in
India.The creamy curry was created in Scotland
for people who found Indian dishes too spicy.

BELGIUM

The most English of sports was probably
invented in Belgium and introduced here by
Belgian immigrants around the 14th century.

FRANCE

Made in France and presented to the USA in
1886. There is a smaller replica on the bank of
the Seine in Paris.

FISH AND
CHIPS

SPAIN AND
BELGIUM

SPAGHETTI ‐

CHINA

PIZZA

GREECE

English travellers were introduced to battered
fried fish in Spain in the 17th century.
Chips were invented in Belgium around 1680.
The English probably invented the chip shop –
Dickens refers to one in Oliver Twist.
In 2005 a 4,000‐year‐old dish of preserved
noodles was unearthed near the Yellow River in
China.
It means the Chinese were making noodles
from flour at least 2,000 years before the
practice emerged in Italy.
In ancient Greece, bakers topped thin disks of
bread with oils, spices, herbs and vegetables, to
create a meal on a plate they could eat.
The Italians were the first to add tomatoes, in
the 18th century, and cheese, in the 19th, to
create the pizza we know.
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Resources
Iceberg pictures and film clip
2 ropes or string to make iceberg
Iceberg statements

Unit 3.5 The Cultural Iceberg
Key Stage: 2
Key objective.
Time: 1 hour
Class format: Teacher led and small group format
Introduction

The concepts being introduced through this resource have been designed to have an
incremental complexity and this unit invites the children to engage with a much deeper way
of thinking. The introduction of the cultural iceberg is one that can also challenge educators!
Learners have begun the process of considering what it means to be British (if anything) and
you may already have introduced the concept of Fundamental British Values to them.
However you have approached earlier units, a good starting point for this activity would be
the poster which is suggested in the extension work for 3.3.
If you have a partner school elsewhere in the world, this would be an excellent activity to do
collaboratively with them.
Why should we think about this?
Any school which has been involved in a link with a Southern school will know that almost
inevitably at some stage in the relationship, whether it be short or long, there will be some
misunderstanding between key personnel in the 2 schools which can lead to the breakdown
of trust, a lack of clarity and sometimes even an unwillingness to take the partnership
forward. The activities in this unit are adapted from British Council ‘Connecting Classrooms’
training which recognises that a) we do not always see ourselves as others see us (as
exemplified by the stereotype bingo activity in 3.3) and b) we do not always communicate
perfectly (shown in this resource by ‘’Voices in the Park in 2.4). This activity invites us to
turn a mirror on ourselves and examine what part of our national psyche may be on show to
the outside world, at the same time recognising that our values and attitudes are often
buried way below an exterior that we are able to project. It invites us to look beneath the
surface in our relations with people from different cultures.
Intro activity
Explain that first we will be thinking about icebergs in real life and then in the main activity,
using the idea of an iceberg to help us think more about the culture of a country.
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Show some pictures of icebergs (examples below) and find out how much the children know
about them.
How are icebergs made? Why do they float? Where might they be found in the world? How
big are they? What are the effects of climate change on ice in the Arctic and Antarctic? In
the long term what effect could this have on sea levels?
Show the clip below which films one of the largest ever break up of ice on the coast of
Greenland. www.theguardian.com/environment/video/2012/dec/12/chasing‐ice‐iceberg‐
greenland‐video
Key question: What is the most dangerous thing about icebergs once they are floating in the
sea?
Main activity
If the suggestion hasn’t come up already, emphasize that two thirds of an iceberg is always
under the surface – i.e. the bit we can’t see. But it’s the bit under the water that is the most
interesting (and in terms of relating to people from different cultures can cause the most
misunderstanding).
Make the outline of an iceberg on the floor with a rope or string and show the waterline
using another blue rope. Explain that we only see what is above waterline but actually there
is much more under the water that we cannot see.
Give out cut up iceberg activity statements to learners and ask them to place them where
they think they should be on the model. Something that is easy to see such as ‘what people
wear’ needs to be placed above the surface. Something which is partially seen such as ‘how
people resolve conflict’ needs to be placed just below the surface. Something which is very
hard to find out about such as ‘what people think about themselves and others’ needs to be
placed near the bottom of the diagram. Emphasize that there are no right and wrong
answers for this activity and it may be difficult for the group to agree.
When all the statements have been placed on the iceberg, ask learners to look at their
posters from activity 3.3 and try to decide where the ‘aspects of Britishness’ that they have
identified would be added to the iceberg diagram.
Plenary
Ask the whole class whether they can think of any more ideas about the British way of life
that have been prompted by the iceberg activity which they would like to add to their
posters. Endeavour to focus on issues identified which may be ‘under the surface’. Make
the point that it is often possible to stereotype people when we first see them because we
tend not to see what is ‘under the surface’ but asking the right questions will help us to find
out as much as we can.
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Extension

Introduce learners to Alan the Alien who has recently landed! Ask them
to generate questions which will enable them to really get to know
what Alan and his culture are really like under the surface such as
‘What do you believe in’ and ‘how does your society treat strangers?’
This could be followed up by a role play drama or newspaper
interviews.
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Cultural Iceberg Statements

What music
people listen to
What games
people play
What people
wear
What names
people have for
themselves and
each other
What people’s
religion is

What food
people eat
What books
people read
What people
wear and why
What people
believe in

What special days
people celebrate
What
Where people
relationships
live
people have
What people think What different
of themselves and family members
others
do and why
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What people think
about the
environment

How people
travel

Where people’s
How people
traditions come
resolve conflict
from
How people
What people do at
depend on others special occasions
Where and how What ceremonies
people get their
and traditions
food
people carry out
How people
What people do in
make decisions
their spare time
What people
Why people
desire and want
travel
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Unit 3.6 British values or universal values?
Key Stage: 2
Key objective: To introduce the concept of universal
rather than British values
Time: 1 and a quarter hours
Class format: Teacher led and group work

Resources
British values from page 9
Copies of the Common Cause
Universal values
or Common Cause question
mark for each group
Highlighters
Large sheets of paper and pens

Introduction

This resource has led our learners to develop their
thinking over a period of time and through a series of
activities, from concentrating on their own identity
through to their own place and value in their local
communities and beyond. They have begun to grapple
with the notion of what being British might mean and what impact it might have on their values and
attitudes. In this unit, they will be invited to question exactly what that means.
Your approach to this unit will be affected by what work on values you have done already with your
learners. It would be a suitable point to recap on previous work, check understanding and plug any
gaps.
The resource page here is tricky for ks2, and you can invite them as ‘global researchers’ themselves
to investigate this challenge together. Once the children understand how the Universal values
diagram ‘works’ then they will discover patterns and be able to ask questions themselves.
Why should we think about this?
For many of us as educators, the concept of Fundamental British Values can present challenges and
contradictions. Whether we are working in a small rural school with little ethnic diversity or in an
inner city school with speakers of many different languages representing a wide range of ethnicity
and culture, the issue is essentially the same: can 5 narrowly defined British Values sum us up as a
nation? Can they define who we are, representing each one of us and our communities in all their
complexity? You may or may not by this stage have presented your learners with the Fundamental
British Values. This unit offers your learners to explore the concept of values within a wider context
and to pose the premise that values may have a more universal application.
Intro activity
Refer back to the work on values that you have already done with your learners. This might include:
reminding learners of what the school values are; referring back to the work in 2.5 when learners
were invited firstly to think about what sort of values their friends represented and/or famous role
models or literary characters; you may also want to refer to the class values and school values
identified in 2.2 and 2.3. Encourage learners to restate these values, listing them as necessary.
Main activity
Recap with learners to the 5 British Values, see page 9 ensuring that they are fully conversant with
the concepts and definitions. Ask learners what they think the values mean and encourage learners
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to make the values concrete with questions such as ‘How do we show we are tolerant to each other
in school?’ and ‘What does the School Council have to do with democracy?’ This approach should
establish the difference between values that can be and are enacted and symbols such as Union
Jacks, the Queen, red London buses etc.
Introduce learners to the Universal values from the Common Cause handbook in the resource page.
This is at first daunting and some of the words will be unfamiliar to children. You may want to delete
the large labels and work together at first to identify values that are familiar to them. Explain to
them that research has been done in many countries over the years about what values are
important. Results have been collected together and this diagram shows the values which have
been found. Researchers also found that values are often linked – so if people thought being honest
was important , they also thought that being forgiving and helpful were important, so these have
been put near to each other on the diagram . By contrast if they thought that wealth was important,
then they usually did not think that protecting the environment was an important value, so the
researchers put these on opposite sides of the diagram.
In groups, ask them first to highlight any values which they personally think are important and if they
recognise any of their school values. Are any of these close together in one area?
Then in another colour ask them to highlight any which they might think particularly represent
British values.
Plenary
In the plenary, ask what values the learners think they might hold in common with children from
around the world. List them. Ask if there any values that they think might be just British and if some
are suggested, make sure that learners can give some justification for their choice. This may be a
good opportunity to explore the diversity of your classroom.
If no uniquely British values are offered, your learners will be ready to accept that maybe it’s better
that we just talk about ‘values’ rather than British values.
Extension
•
•
•
•

This may be a good opportunity to revisit the poster which was produced in Unit 3.3.
If there are displays on British Values in the school, allow learners to freely critique them in a
learning walk.
If appropriate, learners prepare a whole school assembly on British values and/or approach
SLT with their thoughts.
If appropriate, learners write to the school governing body with their thoughts on British
values.

Alternative resource
If the Universal values diagram not appropriate, an investigation into the Common Cause ‘Question
mark ‘ is an alternative. See second resource page. This shows symbols that represent different
values collected from many countries
Ask the learners in groups to interpret what values they think the pictures symbolise.
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Universal Values – Common Cause Handbook . (Public Interest Research Centre 2011)

The Common Cause Handbook symbols ‐ for more information
www.valuesandframes.org/resources/CCF_report_common_cause_handbook.pdf
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Part 4 – Being a Global Citizen

Unit 4.1 Being a Global Citizen
Key Stage: 2

Resources

Key objective.

Original copies of ‘belonging’ circles
Bag containing groceries from
around the world
World Map
Copies of global citizen
Pens

Time: 1 hour and 15 minutes
Class format: Teacher led and group work

Introduction
Unit 3.6 has brought learners from thinking along narrow British lines to question whether it is
possible to define our nationality in this way. Or do we believe that there is some universal
commonality in values as put forward in the Common Cause handbook?
Section 4 will concentrate on moving learners into the area of active global citizenship.
Why should we think about this?
Whatever we feel as educators about Fundamental British Values, we would probably all agree on
the importance of encouraging our learners to develop a strong set of values which will guide their
actions as they mature into young adults. Schools nurture this in many ways which are embedded in
the daily interactions which determine the ethos of the school. This unit acknowledges the strong
correlation between values and active global citizenship which will determine how our young people
can learn to see themselves as change makers.
Intro activity
Remind learners of the ‘belonging’ circles and the connections they have already made with their
local and their national communities. Tell learners that we are now going to start exploring ways in
which we relate to the world community – you could ask learners at this stage if they can think of
any ways in which they are connected to people who live on the other side of the world on a daily
basis. If any suggestions are made, list them.
OR
Start the session by asking the learners who thinks they’ve had a connection with the rest of the
world today. List any answers.
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Use a bag of selected groceries and a world map plastic shower curtain, (this is particularly useful as
it is large and children can sit round it) www.findmeagift.co.uk/gifts/world‐map‐shower‐curtain.html
Ask children to choose an item from a feely bag, find the country of origin and then place it in the
appropriate place on the world map. When all items have been placed on the map, ask them if they
can think of any other ways in which they are linked on a daily basis to the rest of the world – it
could be through news channels listening to world news; buying clothes (ask learners to check the
labels in their school uniforms); charity initiatives; school partnerships; some learners may come up
with more considered ideas depending on work that has already been done such as climate change
and their carbon footprint or Fairtrade. List all ideas.
Main activity
In groups, distribute the global citizen diagram and explain to learners that you would like them to
think about what it might mean to be a citizen of the world. Using the introductory activity as a
starting point, what local issues they as global citizens could act on which would have a global
impact? Write these on the actions side of the diagram. Ideally these would be actions that they can
carry out locally but which would have a global impact such as environmental activities (recycling,
reducing consumption, walking to school, being mindful of electricity use etc), ethical consumption
(Fairtrade, supporting the Clean Clothes Campaign) but learners may well come up with more local
ideas such as litter picking, re‐using paper in the classroom, supporting the School Council and
school charity initiatives etc.
Refer back to the previous unit on universal values and remind learners of the values that they have
pinpointed as being important. Are these the values we would want an active global citizen to hold?
If so, add them to the diagram along with any others that they think are missing.
When the task has been completed, ask learners to circulate the groups, leaving behind somebody
with each group to answer questions about their global citizen. They may want to add ideas, having
seen the work of other groups.
Plenary
Discuss commonalities with the learners and use their ‘belonging’ circles to add ideas to the outer
square.
List any new values that learners have identified.
Extension
This work can be the springboard for work in their school or local community which can go in many
different directions, depending on what learners have identified. The key message is that being a
global citizen is not about passivity – it’s about acting.
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Being a Global Citizen

VALUES

ACTIONS
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Resources

Unit 4.2 Values and Rights

Copy of ‘For Every Child’ Unicef or
‘We are all Born Free’ Amnesty International
Copy of ‘A Life like Mine’ DK Unicef
Large sheets of paper
Pen/pencil per child

Key Stage: 2
Key objective
Time: 1 and a half hours
Class format:
Introduction
There is a strong correlation between Rights and values and this unit enables learners to make those
connections more concrete. The groupwork below offers a good opportunity to promote the
technique of Silent Debate which can be very powerful in engaging learners with complex issues.
The technique is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Tell learners that they are going to be taking part in a silent debate which means that when
a signal is given, they will no long be able to communicate with each other in any way.
Give each learner a pen.
Put the topic which is to be ‘debated’ on large sheets of paper around the room.
Learners move around the sheets of paper adding their ideas and comments to each sheet.
Encourage them to add more ideas to the ideas that are already on the sheets, creating a
genuine ‘debate’

Why should we think about this?
Rights has an important role to play in a school’s values education in that it introduces the
internationally agreed legislation that underpins the macro behaviour that we attempt to replicate
in schools on a micro level, giving learners a clear framework to reference. Once learners have
started focusing on the universality of value systems, they will be ready to understand the
importance of Rights legislation and how it affects us all.
Intro activity
An excellent resource to introduce young learners to Rights is the DK/UNICEF publication, A Life Like
Mine. You can use this in any way you see fit depending on how much you want to engage your
learners with Rights but certainly this would be a good opportunity to introduce the framework of
the Convention on the Rights of the Child – Survival, Development, Protection and Participation.
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Start off by getting ideas from your learners as to what those areas
might mean and list their answers for reference. You may need to
prompt and add in some areas, such as children being protected from
the destruction of war or the right to freedom of expression. Others
such as the right to a home or to education should come more readily to
them.
Main activity
Divide the class into four groups and give them a large piece of paper
with Survival, Development, Protection or Participation. Explain the
technique of the Silent Debate to them and tell them that they a) first of all need to add ideas to the
sheets of paper which explain what they think comes under those headings and then b) ask them to
add comments about what life might look like if children’s Rights in those areas were not being met
– for example ‘a child who couldn’t go to school wouldn’t learn to read and write and therefore
would not be able to get a good job’. Someone else may add ‘or play with their friends’. Learners
continue to circulate around the sheets until all feel they have added everything they want to.
Plenary
Review the sheets together to build up a class picture of what it would be like for a child to not have
their Rights met.
Introduce the Declaration on Human Rights which was proclaimed by the United Nations General
Assembly in Paris on 10 December 1948 as a common standard of achievements for all peoples and
all nations. Explain how it setout, for the first time, fundamental human rights which apply to
everyone in the world. Ask learners what they think the connection is between values and Rights.
Emphasize that Rights are universal values made internationally legal and enforceable. Give as much
information as you think your learners can cope with!
Extension
Using a copy of ‘For Every Child’ or ‘We are all Born Free’, learners produce a classroom frieze of
Rights or produce their own artwork.
If learners are engaged by the subject of Rights, class representatives might like to take the issue to
the School Council. This might then impact on charity initiatives that the school undertakes (Which
human right is it supporting?) or lead to the school signing up for the Rights Respecting Schools
Award.
Rights is an excellent springboard for campaigning and active global citizenship. Learners can
research NGOs which campaign and work for Rights (UNICEF, Oxfam Water Aid, Send My friend to
School etc) and become involved in any about which they feel passionate.
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Unit 4.3 The Sustainable Development Goals

Resources
Access to film introducing the SDGs
The SDGs pack as described below

Key Stage: 2
Key objective: To introduce learners to the Sustainable Development Goals and make the
links between SDGs and Values
Time: 1 and a half hours
Class format:
Introduction
Making the link between Values, Rights and the Sustainable Development Goals can be seen
as a natural progression. If you have worked through the resource systematically, you have
taken your learners on a ‘journey’ which has gradually extended the boundaries of their
understanding of global issues. From looking at what makes up their own identity in all its
complexity, they have explored what it feels like to be part of different groups and
communities and have started to examine their place in the world. Above all, the concept
of values should now be firmly embedded and Unit 4.2. on Rights will have underlined the
universality of the Rights framework – i.e. conventions on Human Rights are what underpins
the universality of our values in that they apply to everyone in the world, no matter where
they live.
The Sustainable Development Goals were agreed by 193 countries of the United Nations in
2015 with the target of completion by 2030. The goals were developed to replace
the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which ended in 2015. Unlike the MDGs, the SDG
framework does not distinguish between "developed" and "developing" nations. Instead,
the goals apply to all countries. They also encourage everyone to take responsibility for the
achievement of the goals locally in our own communities and globally.
Note ‐ You may decide that this unit follows on more naturally from Unit 4.1 – being a global
citizen.
Why should we think about this?
The SDGs are an excellent way of introducing active global citizenship to young learners who
are seen as key to the successful achievement of the Goals – https://bit.ly/2kerVNk
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The natural progression from Values (this is what we hold dear) through Rights (this is the
legislation underpinning those universal values) to SDGs (this is the way the global
community will ensure all people can access those Rights) is one which is empowering to
young people. The SDGs offer them an outlet for their desire to be active global citizens and
to work towards solutions to the complex problems that life in the adult world will present
them.
Intro activity
Show learners the film from the world’s largest lesson ‐
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBxN9E5f7pc
Give them the questions below and ask them to focus on these questions during the film,
making notes if necessary.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What does the film say are the 3 most important things that we need to live?
What does the film say are the most important areas that we need to tackle?
How many Sustainable Development Goals are there?
When are we going to try to achieve them by?
Can you give some examples of what the film says we can do to help?

Ask them what their initial reaction to the film is – did it make them feel sad or angry or
hopeful for the future or anything else? Why do they think they have those feelings?
If learners have already done work on Rights, ask them which Rights of the Child they think
are covered by the SDGs.
Main activity
As a whole class, look at the
numbers of the goals together
with the descriptors and ensure
through whole class discussion
that learners have a good
understanding of what the
different Goals actually mean.
Recap with learners work done on
symbols in previous units.
In partners, give learners a quiz pack (resource page) which contains:
1. A copy of the Goals ‐ numbers and descriptors only
2. The symbols for the goals cut up into squares.
Ask learners to match the right symbols to the right numbers and descriptors.
They could pick out the 3 goals that they think are the most important and explain why.
Plenary
Refer learners back to the work done in unit 4.1 on being an active global citizen.
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Ask them if they can think of one example for each SDG of something they could personally
do in school or in their own lives towards the fulfilment of an SDG. Make a class list ready
for a class display.
Extension
Make a class display of SDGs and what the class is doing to support them leading to a class
assembly.
Class representatives to the School Council can ensure that the issue is brought up at
Council meetings. This can involve charity initiatives being taken up the school to ensure
that only charities that support a Right or an SDG are supported.
Learners write a letter to their MP asking them what they are doing in the constituency to
promote awareness of SDGs.

For more teacher activities look at The World’s Largest Lesson
www.worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org/
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14 LIFE BELOW

WATER

ACTION

AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH

AND CLEAN
ENERGY

13 CLIMATE

8 DECENT WORK

2 ZERO HUNGER

7 AFFORDABLE

1 NO POVERTY

15 LIFE ON LAND

INNOVATION
AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

JUSTICE

16 PEACE AND

INEQUALITIES

10 REDUCED

EDUCATION

AND WELL‐BEING

9 INDUSTRY,

4 QUALITY

3 GOOD HEALTH

Sustainable Development Goals – numbers and descriptions

FOR THE GOALS

17 PARTNERSHIPS

CITIES AND
COMMUNITIES

11 SUSTAINABLE

EQUALITY

5 GENDER

CONSUMPTION
AND
PRODUCTION

12 RESPONSIBLE

& SANITATION

6 CLEAN WATER

The Sustainable Development Goals – symbols only to cut up
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